A New Structure:
The Industry experienced
dramatic change in the
1990's. Technology and
market realities forced
significant cost reductions
everywhere, but also
stimulated new growth in
the oil sands, heavy oil and

199
deep gas areas. Production
started from Hibernia and
offshore Nova Scotia.
A whole new set of

intermediate-senior E&P
companies emerged.
Major mergers and

acquisitions changed many
names and faces. Royalty

Trusts were created and a

new generation of foreign
companies entered
Western Canada.

Canada was now led by
Jean Chretien. It was
a decade of failed Accords
called Meech Lake and
Charlottetown, and a close
call Quebec referendum on
separation. Government
restraint and balanced
budgets swept the country.
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I PO’s, M & A’s,
Royal t y Tr u st s, N e w Pl ayers
The World watched

Greg Norman. The Toronto

Bill Clinton and his

Blue Jays won two World

impeachment trial and

Series and the Chicago Bulls

Boris Yeltson and the

were truly the team of the

turmoil in Russia. We saw

decade. Stars included

high-tech wars in Iraq and

Lemieux and Hasek, Elway

the Balkans, but also the

and Favre, McGuire and

emergence of a peace

Sosa, Sampras and Graf,

process in the Middle East

and Stojko. But the one

and Ireland. The trials of

figure that captivated us all

OJ fascinated us, but

was definitely Michael

undoubtedly the everlasting

Jordan, His Air-ness.

990 s
memory will be of the

sorrow and worldwide

The Oilmen's continued its

emotion generated by the

evolution. It became a little

death of Princess Diana,

more casual and added

England's precious rose.

new activities for the non-

In Entertainment, big

golfers (e.g., hiking, biking,
lectures, courses, etc.). The

movies were Schindler's

timing of the Tournament

List, Titanic and the Star

was changed to better

Wars prequel. Broadway

accommodate business and

featured Sunset Boulevard

family needs. A teaching pro

and Lion King. Music stars

attended for the whole

included Madonna, Elton

Tournament providing

John and Celine Dion. Our

lessons and demonstrations

TV favourites were ER,

for all comers. A 15th flight,

Seinfeld and Frazier.

Athabasca, expanded the

In Sports, golf's face was
that of the big brimmed
hat and broad smile of

golf roster.
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SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

West Germany wins
World Cup

Boris Yeltsin President of Russia
Germany re-unites

Oscars: Dances With Wolves; Jeremy Irons - Reversal of
Fortune; Kathy Bates - Misery

Buster Douglas knocks
out Mike Tyson
for championship

Nelson Mandella released from prison

TV: Twin Peaks; Beverly Hills 90210

John Major replaces Margaret Thatcher as
British Prime Minister

Music: Another Day in Paradise

Edmonton Oilers win
Stanley Cup for the fifth
time in seven years

Lech Walensa President of Poland

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Cincinnati Reds

nfl

San Francisco 49ers

nhl

Edmonton Oilers

nba

Detroit Pistons

Winnipeg Blue
Bombers

Broadway: City of Angels; Grapes of Wrath

CANADIAN EVENTS

FIRSTS AND FADS

Meech Lake accord dies as Manitoba and
Newfoundland fail to ratify

Hubble Space Telescope launched

Jean Chretien becomes federal Liberal leader

Jack Kevorkian's first assisted suicide

Bloc Québécois formed under Lucien Bouchard
at federal level

cfl

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Nick Faldo

us open

Hale Irwin

british open
pga

Iraqu invades Kuwait – Troops from the U.S. First Cavalry
Division move out across the Saudi Arabian desert.

First McDonald’s in Moscow.

Nick Faldo

Wayne Grady

cdn . open

Wayne Levi

TV: Seinfeld is a big hit.
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40

th

OSLO heavy oil project folds

Ed Lakusta
co - chairman Bart Rombough
chairman

Persian Gulf War drives oil prices over
$40 Cdn temporarily
Horizontal drilling gains momentum
Iroquois pipeline to New York State
Home/Gulf/IPL split apart

FLIGHT WINNERS
V. Beghini redwater

TCPL moves head office to Calgary

J. Bryan leduc

our business.
The theme, "Legends of the Fifties," allowed guests to revisit the
fashions, styles, music and life-style of the 50's. It also acknowl-

A. Vanden Brink turner valley

edged and saluted the many people who were pioneers of our

D. Copeland golden spike
J. Payne bonnie glen
J. Banister lloydminster
I. Mazuryk camrose
R. Matzke fort st. john
D. Perkins armena
B. Dudman pembina
D. Mitchell drake point

NEW GOVERNORS
D.D. Baldwin
R.J Cargo
J.J. O'Connor
C.K. Jespersen

industry at that time.
The entertainment line-up was great with the timeless sound of
Guy Lombardo, the talent of Danny Gans saluting the superstars,
the nostalgic performance by Frankie Laine and the very popular
Canadian Comedy Team, Double Exposure.
The Jasper Park Lodge, a superb setting any time, had just completed renovations in time for the 40th Oilmen's. The accommodation, service and atmosphere of this famous landmark added to
an enjoyable celebration.
The golf course, in all its splendor, was enhanced by a "Drive-in"
for fast food, as well as a hot luncheon area.

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

A. Schreiner jumping pound

including Iroquois gas line to New York.

lished the Oilmen's as a permanent and cherished tradition in

H. Carter stettler
R. McKenzie fosterton

Major pipeline projects would fill the 1990's,

The 40th Oilmen's celebrated the 1950's - the decade that estab-

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

N.J. Rabey
J.R. Dundas
D.G. Flanagan

DID YOU KNOW?
For 40 years the whole Tournament had never been
stopped for weather but it came very close on the
final morning of the 40th as cold torrential rain
drenched the players and the course. Dogged
determination and some flexible rules around casual
water on the greens kept everyone going. The
afternoon finals were blessed with sunshine.
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19 91
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

44 year old Nolan Ryan
pitches his 7th career
no hitter

Allies drive Iraq from Kuwait in Operation Desert Storm

Oscars: The Silence of the Lambs; Anthony
Hopkins - The Silence of the Lambs;
Jodie Foster - The Silence of the Lambs

Magic Johnson retires;
reveals he has become
HIV positive
Kevin Martin of Alberta
wins first of two Briers
Josee Choinard wins first
of three Canadian figure
skating titles

Gorbachev kidnapped
Russia, Belarus and Ukraine form CIS;
Yugoslavia breaks apart
Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia independent
IRA attacks 10 Downing Street with mortar fire
Volcano eruption at Mount Pinatubo in Phillipines
Boycotts and sanctions lifted from South Africa

TV: Murphy Brown; Twin Peaks
Music: Unforgettable
Broadway: Lost in Yonkers

FIRSTS AND FADS
Dow Jones exceeds 3000

CANADIAN EVENTS

New word: eco-terrorism

Canada's population exceeds 28 million

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Minnesota Twins

nfl

New York Giants

nhl

Pittsburgh Penguins

nba

Chicago Bull

cfl

Toronto Argonauts

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Ian Woosnam

us open

Payne Stewart

british open

Ian Baker -

Rita Johnston becomes BC Premier, and then
Michael Harcourt elected,
Donald Cameron in Nova Scota,
Roy Romanow in Saskatchewan

Terminator 2 starring
Arnold Schwarzenegger
is a smash hit.

Yelsin defeats coup by
hardline communists;
USSR dissolves.

Finch
pga

John Daly

cdn . open

Nick Price

Chicago Bulls win
first of the six NBA titles
with Michael Jordan over
next eight years.

Canadians Fight the Kwaiti oil field fires.
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41

st

Persian Gulf War causes massive oil spills
in Gulf and major Fires of Kuwait; oil
prices stabilize near $20

Bart Rombough
co - chairman Pat Shouldice
chairman

Property sales and layoffs peak
NEB moves to Calgary
Altamont and PGT pipelines approved
Privatization of Petro-Canada begins

FLIGHT WINNERS
J. Hagg redwater
R. McKenzie leduc
C. Watson stettler

J. Mitchell turner valley
J. Payne fosterton
J. Allard golden spike

The 41st Oilmen's was a most successful fun filled five days in
August. The Banff Springs Hotel hosted our guests in fine fashion
and the golf course was in great condition for our tournament.
The 41st Oilmen's was the first Tournament at Banff able to enjoy
the excellent accommodation at the Banff Springs Hotel as a
result of the 50 million dollar renovation and expansion program.
The new Conference Centre with its 1500 seat Van Horne ballroom made every evening program a great success.
The theme for the 41st Oilmen's was "Treasure Seekers." It

K. Crowshaw bonnie glen

acknowledged our industry's search for hydrocarbon treasures

W. Hairford lloydminster

and, as well, reminded us of the many things we treasure in our

J. Wilkinson camrose
D. Hood fort st. john
A. Haynes armena
R. Shannon pembina
N. Gish drake point

lives. The official colours for the 41st were "Black and Gold,"
with ladies gowns either in black and gold or the colours of precious gems at the Evening of Champions.
One new innovation at the 41st was the Skins Game played in the
afternoon of the practice round day. It was played on the Rundle
Nine with our guest professional, Bob Toski, the host professional,
Doug Wood, the 40th Redwater winner, Vic Beghini and
runner-up, Scott Cunningham participating. It was a great golf

NEW GOVERNORS
W.J. Anderson
D.A. Claydon
Kuwaiti oil field fires in aftermath of Gulf War.

B.D. Cochrane
D.G. Perkins
D.E. Plewes
C.E. Shultz
R.H. Writz

match and at the end of the day Bob and Doug split the $900
in prize money.
The entertainment program in the Van Horne ballroom featured
Philadelphia's Bobby Rydell and Las Vegas headliner Danny Gans,
with both Eric Friedenberg's

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

A. Smith jumping pound

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

Big Band and the Klaas Craats
Orchestra providing great
music throughout the
Tournament. The "Boomers"
were there to entertain the Rock
& Rollers, and the "Stratus"

DID YOU KNOW?

group were a hit with the sing-along enthusiasts.

The 41st Oilmen's, with its theme "Treasure Seekers," set the stage for a great costume
party with pirates and wenches galore. When the pillaging and carousing ended, the
Conference Centre was still intact. For some years the Costume Night relied on commercial
costumes being rented to the attendees by a group out of Winnipeg. They were of mixed
quality and often limited relevance to the theme. The same outfit could be a sea captain
one year, a railway conductor another and an oldtime policeman for another. This practice
ended at the 41st. In subsequent years participants brought their own costumes, leading to
a much greater degree of creativity and innovation, let alone cleanliness.
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SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

CANADIAN EVENTS

Barcelona Summer
Olympics: Mark
Tewksbury wins gold
medal in the backstroke;
Sylvie Frechette wins
synchronized swimming:
professional basketball
Dream Team

Bosnia and Herzegovania secede; Croatia fights;
Siege of Sarajevo

Charlottetown Accord is proposed and defeated
in national referendum

UN forces in Somalia

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) signed

Yitzhak Rabin becomes PM of Israel

Ralph Klein Premier of Alberta

Cosmonaut Krikalev returns from MIR after 313 days

Cod and salmon fishing shut down on Atlantic coast

LA race riots

Olympia & York files for bankruptcy

Albertville Winter Olympics:
Kerrin Lee Gartner wins gold
medal in downhill skiing

Hurricane Andrew causes $20 billion damage

Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro - biodiversity conventions

Annus Horribilis for British Royal family - fires,
scandals, divorces

Mike Tyson jailed for rape

Toronto Blue Jays

nfl

Washington Redskins

nhl

Pittsburgh Penguins

nba

Chicago Bulls

cfl

Calgary Stampeders

Oscars: Unforgiven; Al Pacino - Scent of a Woman;
Emma Thompson - Howard's End
TV: Jay Leno replaces retiring Johnny Carson;
David Letterman goes head-to-head

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Music: Tears In Heaven; kd Lang moves to popular music
Broadway: Crazy For You
Bill Clinton defeats George
Bush for US Presidency.

FIRSTS AND FADS
Broccoli found to fight cancer
New word: ethnic cleansing

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Fred Couples

us open

Tom Kite

british open
pga

Nick Faldo

Nick Price

cdn . open

Greg Norman

Toronto Blue Jays
win World Series.
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Garth Brooks
has a record number
of hits.

42

nd

Co-generation projects for IPP surge

Pat Shouldice
co - chairman Jack Williams
chairman

Hibernia in jeopardy as Gulf exits
Penuke oil production begins off
Nova Scotia
Bi-Provincial upgrader completed
BP Canada becomes independent Talisman

FLIGHT WINNERS

The Oilmen's has had a long tradition of being a fun-time among
friends in one of God's most beautiful settings...The Canadian

J. Wahl redwater

Rockies. Without exception, the 42nd Oilmen's carried out that

D. Althoff leduc

tradition by introducing an Irish Ceilidh (a friendly social, a visit

C. Riddell stettler

H. Smith turner valley

with friends, a session of traditional music, storytelling or dance, a
sporting competition among friends). The green and white tournament colors were complimented by Jasper's rich shades of green.

R. Brenneman fosterton

During the week, the "Irish Golf Gods" managed to keep the sun

W. Hairford golden spike

shining for most of the time even if it was a wee bit nippy first

R. Guerrant bonnie glen

thing in the mornin'. Fine food, excellent Irish entertainment

I. Mazuryk lloydminster
C. Hicks camrose

every day...laughter rang throughout the halls of Jasper Park
Lodge...with a yarn or two being shared with friends (old and
new). The Irish IQ test proved to be a worthy challenge.

J. Young fort st. john

Barb Bunkowsky, our first ever lady golf pro, entertained us with

D. Perkins armena

some spectacular shots. We were blessed again with the appear-

M. Seth pembina
E. Newell drake point

ance of the long standing guest and friend of the Oilmen's and
one of golf's greatest pros, Byron Nelson and his wife Peggy.
Costume night brought out everyone dressed in their "roots" for a
night filled full of song and dance. Brendan Grace, one of the

Bi Provincial Upgrader constructed.

NEW GOVERNORS
L. Burdylo
I. Mazuryk
L.E. Pasychny
J.J. McCaig
A.C. Schreiner
G.J. Turcotte

greatest comedians to come out of Ireland, left us with bellies sore
and a smile on our face. P.J. Morris, a great Irish Tenor, entertained us with a voice that could only have come from Ireland.
Jacquie Dolan, a local "Irish
Coleen" with a gentle voice
and a wonderful harp, provid-

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

H. McFadyen jumping pound

thrown in with some song and dance became a part of each and

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

ed memorable "listening"
music from the banks of Lake
Beauvert each night. A good

DID YOU KNOW?
From the 25th Tournament onwards, the Chairman

time was had by all; even
those who only wished they
were Irish!

was provided with a decorated golf cart to use
during the week. It always captured, and often
exaggerated the theme. At the 42nd, Chairman Pat's
cart was complete with a sound system that played
Irish tunes continuously. Many attendees said later
that it took a week or more afterwards to get the
music out of their heads.
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SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Toronto Blue Jays win
World Series for second
year in a row

Moscow rebellion put down by Boris Yeltsin

Oscars: Schindler's List; Tom Hanks - Philadelphia;
Holly Hunter - The Piano

Michael Jordan retires to
try baseball

Colombian drug leader Escobar captured and
killed by military

Evander Hollyfield
defeats Riddick Bowe for
heavyweight title

US federal agents attack Branch Davidian compounds near
Waco Texas - 86 killed

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Toronto Blue Jays

nfl

Dallas Cowboys

nhl

Montreal Canadiens

nba

Chicago Bulls

cfl

Edmonton Eskimos

Israeli and Palestinian agreement in principle
for some Palestinian self rule

Huge Mississippi - Missouri River flood

TV: NYPD Blue; Frasier
Music: I Will Always Love You
Broadway: Kiss of The Spider Woman

FIRSTS AND FADS
Hubble space telescope repaired

CANADIAN EVENTS

Jurassic Park is box office hit with many spin-offs

Kim Campbell replaces Brian Mulroney as Prime Minister
Bloc Quebecois is federal Official Opposition
Reform Party emerges

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Bernard Langer

us open

Lee Janzen

british open
pga

Greg Norman

Jean Chretien’s
Liberals win federal
election.

Paul Azinger

cdn . open

David Frost

Greg Norman wins
the British Open
Golf Championship.

Muslim terrorists
bomb New York World
Trade Center.
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43

rd

Significant IPO's and growth of
intermediates: Remington, Dorset, Pinnacle,
Northstar, Cabre, Poco, Berkley, etc.

Jack Williams
co - chairman Doug Baldwin
chairman

Nowsco, Fracmaster, etc. go to Russia

FLIGHT WINNERS
T. Sparks redwater
G. Freeman leduc
N. Schnell stettler

T. Owen turner valley
J. Riordan fosterton
F. Moore golden spike
K. Crowshaw bonnie glen
A. Dumont lloydminster
T. Gomke camrose
I. Wright fort st. john
D. Powell armena
J. Hopkins pembina
Suncor expands oil sands project and lowers costs

V. Luhowy drake point

with new truck and shovel equipment.

NEW GOVERNORS
J.E. Feick
L.B. Krause
B.F. MacNeill

DID YOU KNOW?

H.J. McFadyen

Decorations play a big part in the Oilmen's

B.D. Stewart

at the Spring Ball, at the Tournament hotel
and on the golf course and tennis courts,
accentuating the theme of the year. The 43rd
On-Course Committee created huge
styrofoam reproductions of the highest
mountain on each continent to be placed at
various venues. This required a second full

M.B. Todd

Tuesday dawned drizzly and cold. Golf went on. The Ladies'
Brunch was enjoyed by all. Chef Luthi outdid himself as the day's
menu featured recipes from the Andes.
The weather had not improved as the second day commenced; in
fact, Peter Longo's lunchtime golf demonstration was very nearly
rained out. However, afternoon skies cleared and for the rest of
the week they remained Alberta blue. Wednesday's entertainment
featured an Alpinfest, complete with the Krainer Club Band, a
fabulous buffet with foods from all of the countries of the Alps,
log sawing, Bavarian polkas, yodelling, beer and schnapps - with
each of us in incredibly inventive Mountain costume. Thursday’s
theme was taken from the Caucasus, with evening entertainment
provided by The Captain and Tennille, a very classy subdued
counterpoint to Wednesday's raucous affair.
The last day of the "Alpine
Club" focused upon our own
Rocky Mountains. Tournament
prizes were bronze sculptures
of Rocky Mountain animals by
Gina Coho of Cochrane, Alberta.
They were treasured by the
winners, especially the grizzly
entitled "His Domain", which was
presented to each champion, a
very suitable memento from one
"KING OF THE MOUNTAINS"
to another.

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

V. Johnson jumping pound

The 43rd Oilmen's logo and theme were, in part, a play on words:
any golf club used on the Banff Springs course is an "Alpine
Club" and hence the theme was born. The colours for the tournament, grey, green and white, were taken from the colours of the
Bow River Valley. The tournament commenced with one of the
largest groups in the history of the Oilmen's convened for cocktails and a buffet featuring the cuisine of the Himalayas. The
entertainment that evening featured the gentle golf oriented
humour of our guest Golf Professional, Peter Longo.

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

load on the semi trailer that annually hauls
the decorations, prizes, barbeques, signage
etc. to the Tournament. At least it was Banff
and not the long trip to Jasper.
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SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

NHL strike - lockout

Russian troops fight off rebellion in Chechnya

Oscars: Forrest Gump; Tom Hanks - Forrest Gump;
Jessica Lange - Blue Sky

Baseball strike - no World
Series
Brazil wins World Cup
Lillehammer Winter
Olympics: Jean Luc
Brassard wins the Moguls
George Foreman again
heavyweight champion
at age 45

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

X

nfl

Dallas Cowboys

nhl

New York Rangers

nba

Houston Rockets

cfl

B.C. Lions

GOLF CHAMPIONS
Jose Marie
Olazabel
masters

us open

Israeli-Palestinian Peace Accord; Jordan-Israel
Peace Treaty

TV: ER; Chicago Hope

OJ Simpson accused of murdering his wife Nicole

Broadway: Passion

England and IRA sign cease fire

Animated Lion King is big hit

Music: All I Wanna Do

Shoemaker-Levy 9 Comet crashes into Jupiter

FIRSTS AND FADS

CANADIAN EVENTS

"Chunnel" opens between Britain and France

Romeo Le Blanc becomes Governor General

Internet connections explosively grow to 15 million

Daniel Johnson again Premier of Quebec, then Jacques
Parizeau wins election

New word: road rage

Inflation bottoms out at 0.2%

Los Angeles is hit by a
major earthquake.

Nelson Mandela
becomes President of

Ernie Els

british open
pga

Genocide war between Hutus and Tutsis in Rwanda

South Africa.

Nick Price

Nick Price

cdn . open

Nick Price

Myriam Bedard wins
wins two Biathalon gold
medals at the Lillehammer
Winter Olympics.
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th

Gas focussed intermediates show market
growth: CNRL, Penn West, Rio Alto,
Anderson, Archer, Ballistic, etc.
Under balanced drilling
becomes widespread
Major discoveries and gas plant projects
in Grande Prairie area

Doug Baldwin
co - chairman Dennis Flanagan
chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS
D. Wall redwater
G. Maier leduc

The theme recognized • The Spirit of the Original People • The

C. Watson turner valley

Northwest • The Spirit of Golf

G. Meier bonnie glen
B. MacNeill lloydminster
L. Rey camrose
D. Stacy fort st. john
D. Driscoll armena
G. Smith pembina
B. Brawn drake point

NEW GOVERNORS
M.A. Columbos
A.E. Dumont
B.R. Giovanetto
S.B. Jackson
I.J. Koop
R.K. MacLeod

The colours, rust, blue and black, reflected the Rockies' autumn
landscape, the clear Alberta sky, and the rich soil that has sustained life here for generations.
The Rankin Family headlined a week of fun and entertainment,
augmented by the country music of Prairie Fire, rock and roll
dance music with Fun Company and the Nomads, sing-a-long
with Stratus, ballroom dancing with Klaas Craats Big Band and
the great lines of the Cowboy Poets. Canadian Golf Pro, Jim
Nelford, provided lessons for Chairman Doug and Co-Chairman
Dennis, much to the delight of the assembled "spirits" before the
"Come As You Are" welcoming cocktail party and dinner on
Monday evening.
The week culminated with the traditional "Evening of
Champions" where the golf champions were honored and
presented with Spirit Masks to sustain their golfing prowess.
The champions of tennis and the other events which augmented
the active and fun filled week were also honored.
The "Spirit of Friendship" and bright sunshine which prevailed
throughout the week erased the memory of the missed putts and

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

B. Jackson jumping pound

DID YOU KNOW?

God shining down on us.
Spirit of Friendship • The Spirit of Discovery • The Spirit of the

R. MacLeod golden spike

California expands.

ful Jasper Park Lodge. Chief Walking Eagle indeed had the Sun

A. Vanden Brink stettler
K. Bailey fosterton

Natural gas pipeline capacity to USA midwest and

"A Gathering of Spirits" enjoyed fantastic weather at the beauti-

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

over-the-line second serves.

K.L. McCrae

The presence of the elk on the mountain golf

N.F. McIntyre

courses creates an extra hazard, especially

D.J. Wall

since the Oilmen's occurs during the rutting
season and they can be aggressive. At Jasper,
where they also roam among the cottages,
they have been territorial enough at times to
force attendees into Lake Beauvert as they
walked the lakeshore paths. Its hard to
explain but its also hard to avoid when the
big animals decide you don't belong.
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SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Baltimore wins the
Grey Cup!

Israeli PM Rabin assassinated, succeeded by Shimon Peres

Oscars: Braveheart; Nicholas Cage - Leaving Las Vegas;
Susan Sarandon - Dead Man Walking

Ben Crenshaw wins
emotional Masters right
after death of his
legendary mentor Harvey
Penick

Jacques Chirac elected President of France; Carlos Menem
in Argentina

TV: Seinfeld; Friends

Oklahoma City federal building bombed - dozens killed

Broadway: Sunset Boulevard

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Atlanta Braves

nfl

San Francisco 49ers

nhl

New Jersey Devils

nba

Houston Rockets

cfl

Baltimore Stallions

Saddam Hussein puts down rebellion by Iraqi troops

Music: Kiss From A Rose; Jagged Little Pill

Earthquake in Kobe, Japan kills 6,000; injuries 30,000
Baring Bank fails in Britain after rogue futures trading by
Singapore employee

FIRSTS AND FADS
Windows 95 launched

CANADIAN EVENTS
Mike Harris Premier of Ontario

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Ben Crenshaw

us open

Corey Pavin

british open
pga

John Daly

Steve Elkington

cdn . open

Mark O'Meara

OJ Simpson acquitted of murder.

Quebec separation referendum
narrowly defeated 50.6:49.4.

Ben Crenshaw wins the Masters.
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Heavy oil producers and in-situ
projects become significant; CS, Elan,
Stampeder, etc.
Incentive tolls negotiated with IPL
and TCPL
Continental Emsco and Franklin
Supply merge
Greenpeace blocks Shell's plan to sink
offshore rig Brent Spar

Dennis Flanagan
co - chairman Al Schreiner
chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS
W.P. Boswell redwater
B. O'Neill leduc
C. Riddell stettler

R. McKenzie turner valley
L. Krause fosterton
S. Privott golden spike

The 45th Oilmen's "Prairie Homecoming" recognized the many
people in our industry who grew up on the prairies and more
often than not came from a small town or village. Many of these
communities are starting to disappear as modern travel and communication make it easier to conduct business in the larger centres. The 45th Oilmen's remembered these towns as they were in
their prime.
Decorations reflected such things as windmills, barns, town stores,
barbershops and even the ol' swimmin' hole at the Cauldron.

Z. Zeringue bonnie glen

Food included the annual turkey dinner, Saskatoon berries, straw-

D. Driscoll lloydminster

berry social for the Ladies' Brunch as well as a variety of "ethnic"

P. Dingle camrose
F. Cole fort st. john
M. Seth armena
K. MacPhail pembina
A. Wik drake point

dishes reflecting the ethnic make up of many prairie towns.
Entertainment featured a barn dance, country fair, Chautauqua
tent and highlighted the new Fifth Dimension coming in from
Atlantic City for Thursday night.
Theme colors were the green prairie grass of spring, blue prairie
sky, yellow grain fields of the fall and white snow covered prairie
in the winter.
Winners were excited to win a hand-stitched quilt for first prize

NEW GOVERNORS
Natural gas discoveries in Grande Prairie area cause
high activity for drilling and plant construction.

F. Callaway
D.D. Copeland
D.P. Driscoll
J.B. Maher
R.T. Reid
C.H. Riddell

DID YOU KNOW?
At the Registration area, large maps were
mounted so that the Oilmen's guests could put
in a coloured pin to indicate their "home
town." By the second day the map showed a

R.T. Swinton

with wood carvings of kestrels, Canada geese, mallard ducks and
pheasants making up the remainder of the prizes. Every one of
these prizes was hand crafted especially for the 45th.
The Banff Springs Hotel had its new multi-million dollar
European Spa completed just in time for the 45th Oilmen's to try

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

S. Brand jumping pound

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

out. Some substantial changes at the golf course provided some
interesting new challenges to the golfers, who were all awed by
the first appearance of teaching golf pro, Joey Pickavance. Dee
Parkinson became the first woman golfer in an Oilmen's. Curtis
Hicks and Terry Gomke scored holes-in-one.
We know a lot of our guests attending
the 45th Oilmen's related to the "Prairie
Homecoming" setting and met many
new friends in the process.

remarkable number of pins across Europe and
Japan! The non-Oilmen's guests at the Banff
Springs Hotel had obviously decided to
participate as well.
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Atlanta Summer
Olympics - bomb attack
kills two and injures 100

Bill Clinton re-elected as US President

Oscars: The English Patient; Geoffrey Rush - Shine;
Frances McDormand - Fargo

Jeff Stoughton wins his
first Brier

TWA jet explodes near New York City - 230 die

Music: Change The World

Benjamin Netanyahu elected Prime Minister of Israel

Broadway: Rent

Divorces by Prince and Princess of Wales; Duke and
Duchess of York

TV: Home Improvement; Baywatch; South Park

Gunman kills kills 34 in Tasmania

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

New York Yankees

nfl

Dallas Cowboys

Microscopic signs of life found in Martian meteorite

CANADIAN EVENTS

nhl

Colorado Avalanche

The "toonie," a two dollar coin, is introduced

nba

Chicago Bulls

cfl

Toronto Argonauts

New premiers: Brian Tobin in Newfoundland; Lucien
Bouchard in Quebec; Glen Clark in B.C.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Nick Faldo

us open

Steve Jones

british open
pga

Tom Lehman

Mark Brook

cdn . open

Dudley Hart

Gunman kills 16 at Scottish
school in Dunblane.

Donovan Bailey wins 100 meters
in world record 9.85 seconds.
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FIRSTS AND FADS
Quake and Doom computer games
New word: cyberspace

46

th

Gas prices tumble to near $1/mcf - over
supply versus pipeline capacity

Al Schreiner
co - chairman Barry Stewart
chairman

NYMEX initiates AECO gas futures
Burst of royalty trusts
Mergers significant: Rigel-Inverness, AECConwest, Chauvco-Tidal, Tarragon-Strike;
Jordan-Transwest; Petro-Canada-Amerada
Hess; Poco-Gardiner, etc. etc.
BJ acquires Nowsco
Share issues active, Beau, Pinnacle,
Newport, etc.

FLIGHT WINNERS
P. Wanklyn redwater
K. Hayes leduc
R. Kelley stettler

J. Ogren turner valley
R. Kuchinka fosterton
J. Payne golden spike
K. McCrae bonnie glen
E. Dawkins athabasca
J. McClung athabasca

A. Eastley camrose
A. Szescila jumping pound
B. Giovanetto fort st. john
J. Swendsen armena
In situ heavy oil activity surges with new

G. Smith pembina
N. McIntyre drake point

SAGD technology.

black as well as the beautiful music of Latin America paid tribute
to the legacy of the Spanish culture in the New World. The logo
saluted "sol," in mythology the God of the Sun, and it shone brilliantly on the festivities in Jasper.
For the golfers, a new flight, the Athabasca, was added. Expert
advice and numerous demonstrations were provided by Joey
Pickavance, our returning teaching pro.
The tournament as in the past provided an excellent opportunity
to meet new friends, renew acquaintances and play in spectacular
mountain surroundings. The Ladies Brunch on Tuesday with Gail
McFadyen as Master of Ceremonies set the tone for the fun filled
week. One of the new features at the 46th was the inaugural protennis challenge match between the professionals from the Banff
Springs Hotel and the Jasper Park Lodge. Another feature was a
colour montage of Oilmen's attendees participating in the various
events in each daily issue of the Oilmen's Times. Everyone always
has fun looking for their picture.
A Mexican Fiesta complete with a mariachi band was the theme
of the Wednesday night costume party. For the first time, the evening festivities were held outside on the shore of
Lac Beauvert under moonlit skies. Thursday night entertainment
featured internationally acclaimed performers Oscar Lopez

NEW GOVERNORS
DID YOU KNOW?
The weather is always a factor at the Oilmen's,
never more so than at the 46th. All week it was
blistering hot, causing unprecedented runs on
Marguaritas and Corona Beer at the bars, the
relocation of the costume night dinner outside, and
apparently some late night skinny dipping. Then the

and Gitano.
At Friday's Evening of Champions the winners collected the

J. H. Anderson

beautiful pewter chess sets crafted for the 46th by Royal Selangor

T.M. Lawrence

as well as other great prizes reflecting the theme.

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

T. Brinkeroff lloydminster
T. O’Callaghan lloydminster

"A Mountain Fiesta." The exuberant colours, red, yellow and

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

G.A. Bartlett
P.J. Lovell
A.C. Eastly
G.R. Schnell
E.R. Elenko
C.W. Stewart

final afternoon the big storm struck, knocking
down trees, cutting off power for hours and
"critically" causing an Oilmen's golf round to be
prematurely terminated for the first time in history.
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Doug Flutie MVP in CFL
for 6th time in 7 years - on
to Buffalo!
Jacques Villeneuve wins
Formula One World
Championship
Mike Tyson returns
to boxing, bites Evander
Hollyfield's ear, disqualified
21 year old Tiger Woods
wins Masters in record 18
under par

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Florida Marlins

nfl

Green Bay Packers

nhl

Detroit Red Wings

nba

Chicago Bulls

cfl

Toronto Argonauts

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS
Kyoto Accord on greenhouse gases sets limits on emissions

Oscars: Titanic; Jack Nicholson - As Good as it Gets;
Helen Hunt - As Good as it Gets

Supply craft collides with MIR; cosmonauts endangered

TV: Ellen; The Practice

Maoist group captures Japanese embassy in Peru; troops
storm it successfully

Music: Candle In The Wind; Sunny Came Home
Broadway: Titanic

October crash of Dow Jones and TSE - largest one day
drop ever - Asian crisis

FIRSTS AND FADS

Hungary, Czech Republic and Poland join NATO
Hong Kong returned to China

Hale Bopp Comet lights up the sky; 39 members of
Heaven's Gate cult commit suicide

Tony Blair elected Labour Prime Minister of Britain

Dolly the sheep is cloned

CANADIAN EVENTS

IBM Deep Blue computer beats Garry Kasparov at chess

Red River flood swamps Manitoba
Bridge to PEI opens
The Simpsons popularity soars.

50th Anniversary celebrations of Newfoundland discovery
Chretien's Liberals re-elected; Reform becomes
Official Opposition

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Tiger Woods

us open

Ernie Els

british open
pga

Justin Leonard

Davis Love III

cdn . open

Tiger Woods wins the Masters.

Steve Jones

Bre-X gold mine fraud
uncovered in Indonesia.

Princess Diana killed in
Paris car crash – funeral captures
world-wide attention.
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47

th

Barry Stewart
co - chairman Art Dumont
chairman

Express pipeline ships oil
Heavy oil acquisitions: PanCanadian-CS;
Ranger-Elan; Gulf-Stampeder
Precision Drilling acquires companies,
including Kenting
Mergers and acquisitions: NorthstarMorrison; CanOxy-Wascana; Crestar-Grad
& Walker; Pioneer Natural ResourcesChauvco; Baytex-Dorset, etc.; etc.

FLIGHT WINNERS

Great weather blessed the cruise of the "SS Patricia" as the

K. Ogle redwater

South-east Asia, the Mediterranean, the North Sea and the

B. O'Neill leduc
B. Gore stettler

R. T. Todd turner valley
H. Swartout fosterton
R. Brenneman golden spike
B. Lynch bonnie glen
G. Meier athabasca
I. Mazuryk lloydminster
T. Nardi jumping pound
N. Harrison fort st. john
J. Gresham armena
R. Nehring pembina
E.A. Parkinson drake point
K. Crowshaw putting

Hibernia production platform is completed,
production starts.

Caribbean. The hotel entrance was artfully converted to a ship,
while the ballroom reflected the ports of call with large eyecatching scroll maps in the corners.
The logo of a globe-like golf ball superimposed on a ship in an oil
drop shaped outline captured the theme and defined the official
colours of blue, gold, white and black.
Changes were the order of the day: The Tournament was moved
one week earlier to avoid the long-standing conflict with the
Labour Day weekend. The golf started Wednesday to reduce the
required time away from the office or provide a day doing business
in Calgary for out of towners. With the reconstruction of the golf
course underway, the Tunnel Nine (The "New One") was
combined with The Rundle Nine (The "Cauldron") to give us a
new experience. It was a pleasant surprise for all the golfers. Again
15 Flights were organized following the success of the 46th.
The communications to Newcomers was significantly enhanced
with a comprehensive information package describing the history,
schedule and customs of the Oilmen's. A serious Putting Contest

NEW GOVERNORS

was introduced for all comers, complete with playoffs, prizes and
ribbons. The concept of a quiet room for mingling and visiting

DID YOU KNOW?

G.R. Crandall

was started. The costume night dinner, with "explorers" of every

R.D. Dooley

type, had an open flow food station format that fostered lots of

T.W. Gomke

interaction. Joey Pickavance returned as the teaching golf pro. The

W.L. Graburn

entertainment was highlighted with the high energy act of Louise

V.G. Johnson

Mandrell. Large mounted telescopes were the major prizes,

Although it's not a big problem, inevitably

C. Millar

some props and decorations around the hotel

R.A. Todd

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

T. Gomke camrose

Tournament guests "Explored the World" with ports of call in

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

enabling the winners to "explore" forever.

and golf courses "grow legs" during the week:
e.g., food tent at the 20th, Mexican sombreros
at the 46th and Sol umbrellas at the 49th.
At the 47th the 8 foot long S.S. Patricia
disappeared from the lake at the Cauldron, to
be recovered as a souvenir for the Chairman a
few days later after employing the services of
a professional sleuth.
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Nagano Winter Olympics:
Catriona Le May Doan
wins 500 metre speed
skating; Anne Perreault
wins 500 metre short
track

Bill Clinton impeached by US House of Representatives
over Monica Lewinski and Paula Jones scandals

Oscars: Shakespeare In Love; Roberto Begnini - Life is
Beautiful; Gwyneth Paltrow - Shakespeare In Love

British and Irish Prime Ministers sign Peace Accord

TV: Spin City; Law and Order; Mad About You

Serbian forces clash with rebels in Kosovo; ethnic
cleansing kills many

Music: My Heart Will Go On; You're Still the One

Mark McGwire hits 70
homes runs; Sammy
Sosa, 66

Russian economy collapses - ruble devalued; Yeltsin fires
Prime Minister and cabinet

France wins World Cup
Cal Ripkin Jr. ends games
played streak at 2632
Alan Eagleson jailed for
defrauding hockey
players and sponsors

Car bombs explode outside US embassies in Kenya and
Tanzania; US bombs alleged terrorist factory in Sudan
Suharto resigns as President of Indonesia
El Nino causes worldwide weather problems - major
floods, heat waves

Broadway: Art; The Lion King

FIRSTS AND FADS
Body piercing becomes big
fad - anything goes
New word: retro
John Glenn returns

Hurricane George pounds the Caribbean

to space on the Space
Shuttle Discovery.

CANADIAN EVENTS
SPORT CHAMPIONS

Volkswagon Beetle is renewed.

Calgary gets 60 cm snowfall in March

mlb

New York Yankees

Major summer forest fires across Canada

nfl

Denver Broncos

nhl

Detroit Red Wings

Jean Charest becomes Liberal leader in Quebec;
PQ wins Provincial election

nba

Chicago Bulls

cfl

Calgary Stampeders
Ice storm cripples
much of eastern Ontario

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Mark O'Meara

us open

Lee Janzen

british open

and Quebec.

Mark

O'Meara
pga

Vijay Singh

cdn . open

Billy Andrade
Microsoft
Chairman Bill Gates
launched Windows ‘98.

Swiss Air Flight III
crashes at Peggy’s Cove,
N.S.; 229 dead.
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48

th

BP announces merger with Amoco

Art Dumont
co - chairman Bob MacLeod
chairman

Exxon announces merger with Mobil
TransCanada - Nova merger
Mergers & Acquisitions continue:
Dominion-Archer; Union Pacific-Norcen;
Devon-Northstar; AEC- Amber; Poco-Pan
East; etc.; etc.
Eco terrorism in Alberta oilpatch
Oil prices fall to low levels, stock markets
fall, budgets are cut

FLIGHT WINNERS
H. Hobbs redwater
J. Bryan leduc
R. Turgeon stettler

B. Bradley turner valley
J. Payne fosterton
J. Moeller golden spike
M. Dunn bonnie glen
R. Cargo athabasca
J. Gresham lloydminster
L. Larson jumping pound
R. Taylor fort st. john
V. Luhowy armena
N. McIntyre pembina
T. Rozsa drake point
J. Ferguson putting

land that has always been the home of the Tournament. Five days
of exceptionally good weather helped make the tournament very
pleasant for all the guests.
The theme featured many of the customs and traditions of the
North's circumpolar nations. The logo captured the images of the
loon and the Inukshuk. The loon, whose call is widely known as
the "call of the north", represented the powerful draw of the
North's strength and beauty. The Inukshuk, a stone figure "in the
likeness of man", served as a symbol of friendship and portrayed
the welcoming atmosphere of the Oilmen's. The colours of the
48th Oilmen's, red, black and white, are the sacred colours of the
indigenous peoples of the north. Red paints the northern sky
through dramatic sunsets and the mystical lights of the aurora
borealis. White symbolizes the snow and icebergs and black
represents the oil reserves that exist beneath the spectacular
nature. The decorations portraying the vastness of the North and
its natural beauty were complimented by sensational wall
hangings depicting important legends of the northern peoples. The
Brunch for Partners, to which past Chairmen were invited for the
first time, featured the unveiling of an "Oilmen's" legend, "The
Game". The headline entertainment of the event was provided by

Wild Rose Pipeline from Athabasca to Hardisty
connects to IPL and new Express line.

NEW GOVERNORS
C.D. Annable
H.B. Dingle
W.D. Edman
W.A. Friley, Jr.
F.A. Moore

DID YOU KNOW?
Mother Nature embraced the "Call of the North"
at the 48th, by providing two evenings of
spectacular northern light displays and the loons
were frequently heard calling throughout the event.
This was enhanced by a spectacular coloured light
projection show that used the trees by lakeside as

E.A. Parkinson-Marcoux

a Calgary group call "Barrage". Their exceptional talent,
youthfulness and high energy
were thoroughly enjoyed by all.
The week culminated with the

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

S. Smith camrose

The 48th Oilmen's "Call of the North" was a celebration of the

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

"Evening of Champions",
where competition winners were
recognized for their skills. All
tournament prizes were
commissioned works of art, with
a white soapstone polar bear as
the grand prize. "As in the past,
the Oilmen gathered in the
North, played the game and
enjoyed the camaraderie of old
and new friends."

the screen and was set in rhythm to music, almost
matching Mother Nature.
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NBA strike shortens
season

Bill Clinton acquitted in US Senate impeachment trial

Michael Jordan,
Wayne Gretzky and John
Elway all retire

High school killings in Littleton, Colorado and
Taber, Alberta

Oscars: American Beauty; Actor: - Kevin Spacey,
American Beauty; Actress: - Hillary Swank,
Boys Don’t Cry

Prince Edward marries Sophie Rhys Jones

Music: Believe; Livin' La Vida Loca

Pete Sampras wins record
tying 6th Wimbledon and
12th Grand Slam event

New Israeli Prime Minister: Ehid Barak

Broadway: Death Of A Salesman

President Hugo Chavez seizes new constitutional
powers in Venezuela

Star Wars Episode I - the prequel is big hit

Paul Lawrie wins
British Open in playoff
after France's Jean Van
de Velde triple bogies
72nd hole

East Timor independence vote leads to military
violence and UN intervention

FIRSTS AND FADS

US stages big comeback
to win Ryder Cup
14 1/2: 13 1/2
Payne Stewart killed in
mysterious plane crash
Tiger Woods wins eight
tournaments and over
$6 million

TV: Ally McBeal; JAG; Diagnosis Murder

Nuclear radiation incident at Japanese fuel plant

Dow Jones exceeds 10,000, then 11,000;
TSE & NASDAQ at record levels

Russian War with Chechnya area escalates brutally

Y2K preparations build; social
celebrations and computer concerns

CANADIAN EVENTS

Pokeman game becomes huge hit
with pre-teens

New territory of Nunavut created in eastern arctic area
Toronto paralyzed by snowstorm

Mars probe fails - confusion over
metric vs. imperial units

Julie Payette soars into space on shuttle
Saskatchewan elects Ray Romanow with minority;
Manitoba elects Gary Doer of the NDP
Chinese refugee ships appear off BC coast

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

New York Yankees

nfl

Denver Broncos

nhl

Dallas Stars

nba

San Antonio Spurs

cfl

Hamilton Tiger Cats

Air Canada/Canadian merger proposals, counterproposals,
... deal!

Nato War in Yugloslavia
over Kosovo; huge
migration of refugees.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
Jose Marie
Olazabel
masters

us open

british open
pga

Monica Lewinsky

Payne Stewart

ordered by US Senate

Paul Lawrier

to testify.

Tiger Woods

cdn . open

Hal Sutton

Theoren Fleury, former Calgary Flame,
traded to Colorado.
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Ricky Martin
launches his hit song
“Livin’ la Vida Loca.”

49

th

Oil prices bottom out in low teens and
rebound to mid 20's; gas prices surge

Bob MacLeod
co - chairman Grant Bartlett
chairman

Nova introduces zone tolls
Suncor begins construction of $2
billion Millennium expansion; Shell
Athabasca project announced; Syncrude
expansion planned
Sable Island gas production begins
Significant discoveries announced in Fort
Liard area
BP Amoco sells its Western Canada oil
assets for $1.6 Billion; Burlington buys
Poco; Talisman buys Rigel; AEC buys
PacAlta; etc. etc.
TCPL retrenches, selling assets and
reducing dividend

FLIGHT WINNERS
T. Sparks redwater
N. Stanley leduc
K. Henning stettler

M. Shaw turner valley
C. Watson fosterton
H. Smith golden spike

The theme of the 49th Oilmen's, SOL CELEBRATION,
recognized that oilmen everywhere work hard and play hard and
when they take a few days of to unwind a sunny destination most
often fits the bill. Right off the line everyone involved seemed to
embrace the "fun-in-the-sun" celebration of this industry and the
people who make it tick. The golf get-away to Arizona, California
and Hawaii destinations fit Bob and Debbie MacLeod's idea of
fun to a "tee."
Golf, tennis, entertainment, food and social activities were once

C. Hicks bonnie glen

again exceptionally well done. The weatherman cooperated,

P. Dingle athabasca

except for the high winds the first two days that created

M. Abougoush lloydminster
D. Cornhill jumping pound
M. Seth fort st. john
D. Stacy armena
G. Exon pembina
R. Findlay drake point
J. Feick putting

unpredictable trajectories for golf and tennis balls and a few new
excuses for the players. Every Oilmen's has a host of special
touches and the 49th was no exception. Fun runs, champagne
etiquette, a professional singer and comedian who turned out to
be the guest golf pro, Seth Glasco, the "eh channel" for news, a
special theme song and the incredible voice of Dawn Johnson at
the Brunch are all examples of the things that make each Oilmen's
so unique and so memorable. Decorations utilized videos and
projections more than ever. Entertainment included the variety
night featuring Clark Robertson and Danny Hooper, great
dancing to the Nomads, headliner night with Finis Henderson and

Alliance Pipeline under construction to carry

NEW GOVERNORS

gas to US midwest.

T.J. Bachynski
P.D. Daniel
R.J. Hunt
S.J.J. Letwin
W.J. Lingard

DID YOU KNOW?
A new feature at the betting hole for the 49th
Oilmen's, held two days only at the 10th hole,
was the awarding of prizes based on depositing
losing betting stubs in various draw boxes. It
seemed that many betters were actually happy
to see "their golfer" miss the green so they

R.W. McCaskill
J.T. McCoy
W.G. Thomson
R.P. Wanklyn

the video musicals of the SOL Brothers.
The winners were very happy
receive their desert

to

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

A. Kiernan camrose

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

landscape paintings, sand
cast aluminum serving
pieces, horse hair pottery
vases, frontier blankets, etc.
Laid-back, light-hearted,
easy-going, relaxed and
unpretentious seems to sum
up many of the comments
heard at the Tournament
and if that's the legacy of
the 49th, it was just fine
with everyone.

could enter the contest for the great prizes.
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